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Installing A 2 Window Closure Module 
APWC2

Power Wires:
Red:  Connect to constant +12v 
Black: Connect to Ground 

Trigger Wires:
Brown/white: Negative trigger input from alarm or central locking 
Brown:  Positive trigger input from alarm or central locking 
Only one of these will be used depending on the polarity of the output from your alarm or central locking. When a negative 
or positive is applied respectively this will trigger the module. 
Most alarms provide a negative window closure output that can be connected to the Brown/white wire, on other alarms you 
can connect to the central locking lock pulse. 

ACC ON Switched 12V From Ignition (optional):
White: If connected this will prevent the windows from closing if the module is triggered whilst driving the car. Usually only 
used if the trigger wire above is connected to the cars central locking. 

Connections To Windows:
There are two wires for each window, Yellow and Yellow/White for one side, Grey and Grey/white on the other side. 

There are three types of windows: 

Positive Lifting Windows:
This is the most common type of electric window system. 
Both wires to the window motor rest at ground (at all times, ignition on and off) and one or the other is switched to 12V to 
make the window rise or fall. 

The wire you need to connect to is the one that switches to 12V when the window rises. Cut this wire and connect the Yellow 
wire (or Grey on other side) on the window closure to the part of the cut wire that leads towards the motor. 
Connect the Yellow/White (or Grey/white on other side) to the side of the cut wire that goes towards the switch. 

Negative Lifting Windows (type 1):
Both wires to the motor rest at 12V (at all times, ignition on and off) and one or the other is switched to ground to make the 
window rise or fall.  

Negative Lifting Windows (type 2):
Both wires to the motor rest at 12V (but ONLY when the ignition is on) and one or the other is switched to ground to make 
the window rise or fall. 

The wire you need to connect to is the one that switches to ground when the window rises. Cut this wire and connect the 
Yellow wire (or Grey on other side) on the window closure to the part of the cut wire that leads towards the motor. Connect 
the Yellow/White (or Grey/white on other side) to the side of the cut wire that goes towards the switch.

As the 12V feed is only present when the ignition is on you need to rewire the 12V ignition feed to the switches via a relay 
as shown in the box at the bottom left of the wiring diagram. This changes the 12V feed to a ground when the ignition is off 
and you then wire the windows as described above for positive lifting windows. When the ignition is on everything still works 
as normal.

ATTENTION: This wiring information is being provided free of charge and on an as is basis, without any representation or warranty. It is your responsibility to verify any circuit before 
interfacing with it by using a digital multimeter. We assumes no responsibility with regards to the accuracy or currency of this information. Proper installation in every case is and 
remains the responsibility of the installer. We assumes no responsibility resulting from an improper installation, even in reliance upon this information.
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Featutres and Fuctions:

1. In arming mode (When ACC OFF, door closed), the window will be closed automatically one by one: 
 for 4 doors; first: left front window -> right front window -> left rear window -> right rear window.
 for 2 doors; first: left front window -> right front window.
 Note: The activating time of each window last less than 8 seconds.

2. When power window is activated, it will automatically stop after all windows are closed well. Also when the power window
    is activated, turning the ACC ON or Disarming, it could not stop the power window.

3. When ACC ON (if connected) it will prevent the windows from closing if the module is triggered whilst driving the car. You
    have to close or open windows by the manual switch.

4. Safe mode: When the power window is rolling up, if there is any resistance in the window, this window will be stopped
    immediately, but all other windows will keep rolling up continuosly. 

5. You can choose the trigger signal; Positive(+) trigger (Brown wire)  or  Negative(-) trigger (Brown/White wire).  

Window Roll-Up Supplemental Instructions:

What is the purpose of the (White) Accessory Wire?
The purpose of the Accessory Wire is to deactivate the window roll-up module when the vehicle is turned on. The window 
roll-up function can not be triggered if the accessory wire has power. If you are using your lock switch to activate the window 
roll-up module, this is important so your windows don’t roll-up if you lock your vehicle while driving. The same is true if you 
are connecting the module to a lock/unlock fob module.

What is the purpose of the [ Brown(+) & Brown/White(-) ] Trigger Wires?
The Trigger Wires are used to activate the window roll-up module which then will roll-up your windows. You can connect these 
wires to monitor a negative or positive trigger feed from your alarm. You can use one or both of these wires at the same 
time. This is very helpful if you want the module to close your windows when the system is armed (using a negative trigger) 
as well as to close your windows when your siren sounds (using a positive trigger.) The uses are limitless.

Do I really CUT the wires on my window switch?
Yes, you have to cut the wires on your window switches for the module to function. It will not function if you simply connect 
them to your window switch without cutting the wires as indicated. It should be noted that the wire that needs to be cut only 
has power when the window is in operation.

ATTENTION: This wiring information is being provided free of charge and on an as is basis, without any representation or warranty. It is your responsibility to verify any circuit before 
interfacing with it by using a digital multimeter. We assumes no responsibility with regards to the accuracy or currency of this information. Proper installation in every case is and 
remains the responsibility of the installer. We assumes no responsibility resulting from an improper installation, even in reliance upon this information.


